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Abstract

E-Connections are a robust framework for combining in a de-
cidable way several families of decidable logics, including
Description Logics (DLs), Modal Logics, and many logics of
time and space.E-Connections have also proved to be use-
ful for supporting modular, distributed modeling such as is
becoming common on the Semantic Web. In this paper, we
present an extension toE-Connections of DLs that provides
more flexibility in the way link properties can be defined and
used in a combination of ontologies. We also provide means
for defining transitive relations across domains and for simu-
lating some of the expressivity of the transitive closure oper-
ator. Finally, we provide a tableau-based decision procedure
for two relevantE-Connection languages involving the influ-
ential DLsSHIQ, SHOQ andSHIO, which are at the
basis of the Web Ontology Language (OWL)

Motivation
For many years, the modal logic community has pursued
various techniques for robustly combining logics, includ-
ing fusion, fibring and multi-dimensional modal logics. Re-
cently, a striking framework,E-Connections (Kutzet al.
2004), has been proposed with a number of desirable prop-
erties. E-Connections provide a framework for combining
in a decidable way several families of decidable logics

Robust decidability is achieved by imposing strong re-
strictions in the way the logics can be combined. For exam-
ple, in the case ofE-Connections of DLs, each component is
strictly disjoint from all the others and interpreted in a dis-
joint domain. Each component can containlink properties
which connect individuals in one domain with individuals
in another. Classes in a component can be built up out of
restrictions on link properties. These restrictions turn out to
work well for a number of modeling situations.

However, there are further restrictions imposed by the
original E-Connections framework that do inhibit useful
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modeling and turn out to be inessential, at least in combi-
nations involving only DLs.

In this paper, we provide syntax, semantics, and a de-
cision procedure for extendedE-Connections of the logics
SHIQ, SHOQ andSHIO (Horrocks, Sattler, & Tobies
2000) (Horrocks & Sattler 2001), in which some impor-
tant constraints in the way link properties can be defined
and used are lifted. Such an extension provides modeling
benefits in relevant applications of DLs, such as Semantic
Web (Cuenca-Grau, Parsia, & Sirin 2005) as well as Knowl-
edge Representation in biological, medical and manufactur-
ing domains, in which partinomy relations are crucial.

Overview of the Extensions
Link Properties Defined in and Pointing to
Multiple Ontologies
Suppose we are building a KB with information about peo-
ple, pets and leisure activities, which includes the following
axioms:

Lover ≡ Person u ∃loves.Person
PetLover ≡ Person u ∃loves.Pet

UnfriendlyPet ≡ Pet u ¬(∃loves.Person)
FilmLover ≡ Person u ∃loves.Cinema

For modularity reasons, we would like to useE-
Connections to represent the knowledge about people, pets
and leisure activities into distinct, yet connected, compo-
nents, sayK1,K2 andK3 respectively. However, although
the separation seems natural (the domains modeled by the
different components are disjoint), the current formalism
does not allow to represent such a combination, since:

• A link property cannot be defined in two different com-
ponents, i.e. the propertylovescannot be used inK1 and
K2 at the same time for defining, for example, apet lover
and anunfriendly pet. On the other hand, it is not possible
to define in a certain component a link property pointing
to several different domains, i.e. we cannot use inK1 the
link propertylovesto definepet loverandfilm lover, since
the conceptspet andcinemabelong to different compo-
nents of theE-Connection.

• The same property cannot be defined both as a role and
a link property. In other words, we cannot use the same
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propertylovesto represent the relation of a person loving
another person and of a person loving a pet.

In each of these cases, the current framework would either
force us to coin new properties or to merge different com-
ponents. The former would result in an unnecessary pro-
liferation of properties, while the latter constrains the way
knowledge can be modularized. These limitations constrain
the flexibility of the formalism from a modeling perspective.

The main idea of the extension presented here is to explic-
itly point out the target domain of a property whenever it is
used in a certain component. For example, inK1 we would
define:

Lover ≡ Person u ∃loves(1).P erson
PetLover ≡ Person u ∃loves(2).P et

F ilmLover ≡ Person u ∃loves(3).Cinema

A concept like ∃loves(1).P erson, when used inK1,
would represent the set of people who love a person (i.e,
here the property would be acting as a role). However, when
used inK2:

UnfriendlyPet ≡ Pet u ¬(∃loves(1).P erson)

the concept would represent the set of pets who love a
person (i.e.,loveswould act as a link property fromK2 to
K1). Hence, the way a property is interpreted depends on
the component it is used and on its explicit superscript. Note
that, since the disjointness between the interpretation do-
mains of different components is preserved, the logical inter-
pretation of a propertyP used inKi when its target domain
isKj is disjoint with the interpretation of the same property
when used inKk pointing toKm (for eitherk 6= i or j 6= m).
The actual interpretation ofP in the E-Connection would
then be the (disjoint) union of its interpretation in each of its
different “contexts” (see Equation 1 in Definition 1).

Transitive Relations in E-Connections
We propose an extension ofE-Connections that allows to
define transitive relations across domains. The advantages
of our approach are the following:

1. It provides a fine-grained control over the entailments
caused by the transitivity of a relation. In such a frame-
work it is possible to “switch on and off” transitivity
when moving from one component to another within an
E-Connection

2. It allows to reproduce the expressivity of the transitive
closure operator in many cases without paying a compu-
tational cost

Combining Ontologies using transitive Link Properties
Transitive roles are a key component of modern DL lan-
guages (Sattler 1996),(Horrocks, Sattler, & Tobies 2000),
since they provide a key expressivity for many applications
at a “low” computational cost. When a role is defined to be
transitive, it is interpreted as a transitive relation. For exam-
ple, in a KB about wines, if we describe aRiojaWineryas
a winery that islocatedInRioja, which is a regionlocate-
dIn Spain, and definelocatedInto be transitive, a reasoner
would infer that aRiojaWineryis locatedInSpain.

We would like to useE-Connections to represent the
knowledge on wineries and the knowledge about regions
in different components, sayK1 andK2 respectively. In
such a representation, the two components would be con-
nected by the propertylocatedIn. However,E-Connection
do not allow to define a link property to be transitive and the
KBs could not be separated without losing the entailment
RiojaWinery v ∃locatedIn.SpainRegion. We propose
to extend theE-Connections formalism with a new kind of
axiom which “points out” in which cases a property must be
interpreted as a transitive relation. In the example above, we
could split the knowledge as follows:

K1 : RiojaWinery v
Winery u ∃locatedIn(2).RiojaRegion
K2 : RiojaRegion v SpanishRegion

Trans(locatedIn; (1, 2), (2, 2))

Intuitively the last axiom states that, forx, y, z arbi-
trary regions andw an arbitrary winery, iflocatedIn(w, x)
and locatedIn(x, y), then a reasoner should infer that
locatedIn(w, y) holds. Analogously, iflocatedIn(x, y)
andlocatedIn(y, z) then we can concludelocatedIn(x, z).
The numbers in the transitivity axiom, analogously to the
superscripts in link properties, refer to components of theE-
Connection. A formal semantics for transitivity assertions
their most general form will be provided later.

Controlling transitivity Suppose that in a DL KB the re-
lation partOf is defined to be transitive. Suppose that we
have the following ABox:

Person(joe);Finger(joeF inger);Hand(joeHand);
ResearchLab(lab);University(univ);

partOf(joeF inger, joeHand); partOf(joeHand, joe);
partOf(joe, lab); partOf(lab, univ);

A DL reasoner would not only infer that Joe’s finger is a
part of Joe and that Joe is a part ofuniv, but also that Joe’s
finger and hand are a part of bothlab and univ. In DLs
with transitive roles, it is not possible to keep the desired
entailments while ruling out the undesirable ones without
coining a new property that would replacepartOf in some
cases.

Suppose now that we use anE-Connection. A compo-
nentK1 would contain information about human body parts,
such as hand and finger; a second componentK2 would rep-
resent information about people, such as Joe, and finally a
third componentK3 would model the domain of academic
institutions, such as research labs and universities. Then,
the propertypartOf is defined as a role inK1 relating dif-
ferent body parts, a link property fromK1 to K2 relating
body parts to persons, a link property fromK2 to K3 relat-
ing people to institutions and a role inK3, relating institu-
tions to other institutions. In order to rule out the undesired
entailments, we must distinguish two differenttransitivity
chains: the first one would propagate transitivity withinK1

and fromK1 to K2, while the second one would propagate
transitivelypartOf relations starting inK2 and withinK3.
For such a purpose, we introduce in theE-Connection the
following axioms:
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Trans(partOf ; (1, 1), (1, 2))
Trans(partOf ; (2, 3), (3, 3))

The first axiom allows to infer that Joe’s finger is a part
of Joe, provided that his finger is a part of his hand and his
hand a part of him. Analogously, the second axiom would
entail that Joe is a part ofuniv, provided that he is a part of
the lab and thelab is a part ofuniv. Please, note that we are
not imposing any transitivity along chains starting inK1 and
ending inK3. In other words, the above two axioms arenot
equivalent to the following assertion:

Trans(partOf ; (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 3))

This allows us to rule out the undesired entailments.

Simulating transitive closure The DL SHOIN pro-
vides powerful means for representing different different
kinds of part-whole relationships, such as transitive and
functional roles, role inversion and role hierarchies. How-
ever, sometimes the expressivity provided bySHOIN does
not suffice. For example, suppose that devices, batteries and
engines are disjoint concepts and we want to describe de-
vices whose parts can only be batteries or engines and such
that all their direct parts are engines and must haveat some
level of decompositiona battery. The logicSHOIN does
not provide the expressivity for distinguishing direct from
indirect parts. For such a purpose, a logic including thetran-
sitive closureoperator “+” would be required (Sattler 1996).
This operator, when applied to propertyP , represents the
smallest transitive relation containingP . The devices men-
tioned before could be described as follows:

Device u ∀hasPart.Engine u ∃hasPart+.Battery u
∀hasPart+.(Engine tBattery)

Although the transitive closure operator provides key ex-
pressive power for many applications, it’s inclusion in a DL
is not without a price, since it complicates its implementa-
tion, increases the computational complexity of a logic and
brings it beyond First Order Logic (Sattler 1996).

Let us consider again the example about devices. Since
devices and batteries are disjoint concepts, we can place
them in different components of anE-Connection. Sup-
pose we represent devices inK1, and we representonly en-
gines inK2 andonly Batteries inK3, i.e. Device ∈ K1,
Engine ∈ K2, andBattery ∈ K3, with >2 ≡ Engine
and>3 ≡ Battery, where>2 and>3 stand for the univer-
sal concept inK2 andK3 respectively. Then, the following
concept:

Device u ¬(∃hasPart(1).>1) u
¬(∃hasPart(3).Battery) u ∃hasPart(2).Engine u

∃hasPart(2).(∃hasPart(3).Battery)

Together with the transitivity axiom:

Trans(hasPart; (1, 2), (2, 3), (2, 2))

adequately simulate the effect of transitive clo-
sure. The conjuncts¬(∃hasPart(3).Battery) and
¬(∃hasPart(1).>1) ensure that the device does not
have a direct part that isnot an engine; the con-
junct ∃hasPart(2).Engine guarantees that the device

has a direct part which is an engine; the conjunct
∃hasPart(2).(∃hasPart(3).Battery) makes sure that at
least one of the engines of the device has a part which is
a battery. Finally, the transitivity axiom states that, if the
device has a part which is an engine and that engine has a
battery, then such a battery is a part of the device.

However, it is not possible to simulate transitive closure
in all cases. As an example, let us define a queen as follows
(Sattler 1996):

Queen ≡ Woman u ∀hasChild.(Princess t Prince) u
∀hasChild+.Noble

In this case, we cannot separate the concepts into differ-
ent components since queens, princes and princesses are all
nobles.

Syntax and Semantics
In this section, we define the language
Cε
HQ+(SHIQ,SHOQ,SHIO), which allows to de-

fine SHIQ,SHOQ andSHIO KBs and combine them
using link properties, which can be applied in existential,
universal and number restrictions as well as organized in
hierarchies.

Definition 1 (Cε
HQ+(SHIQ,SHOQ,SHIO) Syntax and

Semantics)
Let {m1,m2, ...,mn} be a set of constants where each

mi, i = 1, ..., n is either equal to‘SHIQ’, ‘SHOQ’ or
‘SHIO’. These indexes indicate the logic in which each
component is written.Fori ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} andj ∈ {1, ..., n}
let V mi

Ci
, V mi

Ii
be disjoint sets of concept and individual

names respectively. Letεmi
ij be sets of property names, not

necessarily pair-wise disjoint, but disjoint with respect to
the other sets of names. Fori, j = 1, ..., n, the setρij of
ij-properties is defined as follows:

• If i = j andmi ∈ {‘SHIQ′, ‘SHIO′}, thenρij = εmi
ij ∪

{Inv(P(ji))|P ∈ ε
mj

ji }. If mi = ‘SHOQ′, ρij = εmi
ij

• If i 6= j, thenρij = εmi
ij .

For P1, P2, P ∈ ρij , an ij-property axiom is an assertion
of the formP1 v P2. An ij-property box<ij is a finite set of
ij-property axioms. A transitivity axiom is of the form:

Trans(P ; (i1, j1), ..., (ip, jp))

where P must be defined in each ofε
mik
ik,jk

,∀k = 1, ..., p. We
say thatP is transitive for(i1, j1), ..., (ip, jp) The combined
property box< contains each of the property boxes plus all
transitivity axioms. An ij-propertyP is called simple if for
v∗ the transitive reflexive closure ofv on<ij , and for each
S ∈ ρij , S v∗ P implies thatS is not transitive in(i, j) for
any transitivity axiom.

The sets of i-concepts are defined by simultaneous in-
duction as the smallest sets such that each concept name
A ∈ V mi

Ci
and>i, are i-concepts and, foro ∈ V mi

Ii
for

mi ∈ {‘SHOQ’, ‘SHIO’}, P, S ∈ ρij , S simple and such
that, if i = j, thenmi ∈ {‘SHIQ’, ‘SHOQ’}, C,C1, C2

i-concepts, andZ a j-concept, the constructions shown in
Figure 1 are also valid i-concepts.
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Syntax and Semantics

A ∈ V
mi

Ci
; AMi ⊆ Wi

>Mi
i

= Wi

⊥Mi
i

= ∅
P ∈ ρij ; PMij ⊆ Wi ×Wj

(Inv(Q(ji)))
Mij = {(x, y) ∈ Oi ×Oj |(y, x) ∈ QMji}
{o}Mi ⊆ Wi, ||{o}Mi || = 1

(¬C)Mi = Wi/CMi

(C uD)Mi = CMi ∩DMi

(C tD)Mi = CMi ∪DMi

(∃P (j).Z)Mi = {x ∈ Wi|∃y ∈ Wj , (x, y) ∈ PMij , y ∈ ZMj }
(∀P (j).Z)Mi = {x ∈ Wi|∀y ∈ Wj , (x, y) ∈ PMij → y ∈ ZMj }

(≥ nS(j).Z)Mi = {x ∈ Wi, ||y ∈ Wj , (x, y) ∈ SMij , y ∈ ZMij || ≥ n}
(≤ nS(j).Z)Mi = {x ∈ Wi, ||y ∈ Wj , (x, y) ∈ SMij , y ∈ ZMij || ≤ n}

Table 1: Semantics ofi-concepts

A combined TBox is a tupleK = (K1,K2, ...,Kn) , with
Ki the set of assertions of the formC v D, with C,D i-
concepts. A combined KB is a pairΣ = (K,<).

The semantics is given by means of an interpretation:

M = ({Mi, }1≤i≤n, {Mij}1≤i,j≤n)

WhereMi = (Wi, .
Mi),Mij = (Wi,Wj , .

Mij ) and
where the interpretation domains are disjoint:Wi ∩Wj =
∅,∀i 6= j. LetP ∈ ρi1,j1 , ..., P ∈ ρip,jp , then:

PM =
⊎

k=1,...,p

PMikjk (1)

An i-conceptC is interpreted as a subset ofWi (see Table
1). An interpretation satisfies an ij-property axiomP1 v P2

iff P
Mij

1 ⊆ P
Mij

2 and it satisfies the ij-property box<ij

iff it satisfies all the assertions in it. An interpretation sat-
isfies a transitivity axiomTrans(P ; (i1, j1), ..., (ip, jp)) iff
(PMi1j1 ∪ ...∪PMipjp ) is transitive. Finally, an interpreta-
tion satisfies the combined property box< iff it satisfies all
its component property boxes and all its transitivity axioms.

If C,D are i-concepts,M |= (C1 v C2) iff CMi
1 ⊆

CMi
2 , and satisfies the combined TBoxK iff it satisfies all

the axioms in each of its componentKi. Finally,M |= Σ iff
it satisfies bothK, < . An i-concept C is satisfiable w.r.t. a
combined knowledge baseΣ iff there is an interpretationM
s.tM |= Σ, andCMi 6= ∅.

Note that Equation 1 establishes that the interpretation of
a property in theE-Connection is obtained as the union of its
interpretation in each of the components of the combination.

A Tableau for Cε
HQ+(SHIQ,SHOQ,SHIO)

We assume all concepts written in Negation Normal Form
(NNF). To transform an i-concept into NNF, negation is
pushed inwards using De Morgan’s laws and the following
equivalences:

¬∃P (j).Z ≡ ∀P (j).¬Z ¬∀P (j).Z ≡ ∃P (j).¬Z
¬ ≤ nS(j).Z ≡≥ (n + 1)S(j).Z

¬ ≥ (n + 1)S(j).Z ≡≤ nS(j).Z ¬(≥ 0S(j).Z) ≡ ⊥i

Let X be an i-concept,< a combined property box. We
define fori = 1, ..., n, the setsubi(X,<) of i-subconcepts
of X as follows:

• If X ∈ V Mi

Ci
, the negation of a concept nameV Mi

Ci
,

or a nominal {o}, then subi(X,<) = {X}, and
subj(X,<) = ∅, ∀j 6= i

• If X is of the formC1 uC2, or C1 tC2 whereC1 andC2

are i-concepts, thensubi(X,<) = {X} ∪ subi(C1,<) ∪
subi(C2,<), subj(X,<) = subj(C1,<) ∪ subj(C2,<),
∀j 6= i

• If X is of the form ∃P (k).Z, or ∀P (k).Z, or≤ nS(k).Z,
or ≥ nS(k).Z then subi(X,<) = {X} ∪ subi(Z,<);
subj(X,<) = subj(Z,<), ∀j 6= i

For X and a combined KBΣ = (K,<), we define, for
i = 1, ..., n :

closi(X, Σ) = closi(X,<)
⋃

j=1,...,n closi(CKj
,<)

Where closi(X,<) includes both the concepts in
subi(X,<) and their NNF. The conceptCKj

, defined
as follows:

CKj
= uCvD∈Kj

(¬C tD)

verifies thatM |= Kj iff M |= (>j ≡ CKj
).

Definition 2 Let X be ani-concept in NNF, andΣ = (K,<)
a combined knowledge base. Acombined tableauT for X
w.r.t. Σ is a tupleT = ({Oi}, {Li}, {αij}), i, j = 1, ..., n,
whereOi is a set of individuals,Li : Oi → 2closi(X,Σ)

maps each individual to a set of concepts inclosi(X, Σ),
andαij : ρij → 2Oi×Oj maps each ij-property to a set of
pairs of individuals.

There must existn individuals op ∈ Op such that
{X, CKp

} ⊆ Lp(op) if p = i and {CKp
} ⊆ Lp(op) oth-

erwise,∀p = 1, ..., n. Furthermore,∀p = 1, ..., n and
∀s ∈ Op, thenCKp

∈ Lp(s).
For all i = 1, ..., n; j = 1, ..., n, all s ∈ Oi, t ∈

Oj , u ∈ Ok, C, D ∈ closi(X, Σ), P, S, P1, P2 ∈ ρij , Z ∈
closj(X, Σ), S simple and:

STij (s, C) = {t ∈ Oj |(s, t) ∈ αij(S), and C ∈ Lj(t)}
the following conditions hold:

1. If C ∈ Li(s), then¬C /∈ Li(s)
2. If (C uD) ∈ Li(s), thenC ∈ Li(s), andD ∈ Li(s)
3. If (C tD) ∈ Li(s), thenC ∈ Li(s), or D ∈ Li(s)
4. If ∀P (j).Z ∈ Li(s), and(s, t) ∈ αij(P ), thenZ ∈ Lj(t)

5. If ∃P (j).Z ∈ Li(s), then there is somet ∈ Oj such that
(s, t) ∈ αij(P ), andC ∈ Lj(t)

6. If (s, t) ∈ αij(P ), (t, u) ∈ αjk(P ) and
Trans(P ; ...(i, j), ..., (j, k), ...) ∈ <, then
(s, t) ∈ αik(P )

7. If (s, t) ∈ αij(P1) and (P1 v∗ P2) ∈ <ij , then(s, t) ∈
αij(P2)

8. If (≤ nS(j).Z) ∈ Li(s), then||(ST
ij(s, Z))|| ≤ n

9. If (≥ nS(j).Z) ∈ Li(s), then||(ST
ij(s, Z))|| ≥ n
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10. If{(≥ nS(j).Z), (≤ nS(j).Z)}∩Li(s) 6= ∅, and(s, t) ∈
αij(P ), then{C,∼ C} ∩ Lj(t) 6= ∅

11. (s, t) ∈ αij(P ) iff (t, s) ∈ αji(Inv(Pij))
12. If {o} ∈ Li(s) ∩ Li(t), thens = t

Lemma 1 An i-concept X in NNF is satisfiable w.r.t. a com-
bined KBΣ = (K,<) iff X has a combined tableau w.r.t.
Σ.

Detailed proofs for all the results presented in this paper
are available online1

A Tableau Algorithm for
Cε
HQ+(SHIQ,SHOQ,SHIO)

Let Σ = (K,<) be a combined KB andX an i-concept
written in NNF. A combined completion graphG for X
w.r.t. Σ is defined such that it containsn kinds of nodes,
calledi-nodesi = 1, ..., n.An i-nodex is labeled with a set:

Li(x) ⊆ closi(X, Σ) ∪ {↑ (P (j), {o})}
for P ∈ ρij , ando ∈ V

mj

Ii
}. For eacho ∈ V mi

Ii
, with

mi ∈ {‘SHOQ′, ‘SHIO′}, there is a distinguished i-node
xo, with {o} ∈ Li(xo). We keep track of inequalities be-
tween nodes using symmetric binary relationships6=i.

Edges< x, y >, wherex is an i-node andy a j-node are
labeled with a setL(< x, y >). We use↑ (P (j), {o}) ∈
Li(y) to represent anP (j)-labeled edge from the i-nodey to
the distinguished j-nodexo.

If the i-nodex is connected by an edge< x, y > to the
j-nodey, theny is a successorof x andx is a predecessor
of y. Ancestoris the transitive closure of predecessor. A
j-nodey is aP (j)-successor of ani-nodex if, for someP ′

with P ′ v∗ P (j) in <ij , eithery is a successor ofx and
P ′(j) ∈ L(< x, y >) or (↑ P ′(j), {o}) ∈ Li(x) andy = xo.
A j-nodey is aP (j)-neighbor of ani-nodex if eithery is a
successor ofx andP (j) ∈ L(< x, y >), or if y is a prede-
cessor ofx andInv(P(ij)) ∈ L(< y, x >). A j-nodey is a
P-ancestor of an i-node x, if y,x are connected by a chain of
nodesy, z1, ..., zp, x such thatzk is a P-successor ofzk−1,
∀k = 1, .., p. If an edge isnot added by the→ TRANS
rule it is called a direct edge2. We define direct successor
and direct predecessor analogously. Note that direct succes-
sors/predecessors are also successors/predecessors accord-
ing to the definition.

An i-node isblockediff it is directly blocked or indirectly
blocked. An i-nodex is directly blocked by an i-nodey iff
none of its ancestors is blocked and:
• If x is successor of a j-nodex′, with j 6= i, y is an ancestor

of x such thatLi(x) ⊆ Li(y)
• If x is a direct successor of a j-nodex′, with j = i, and:

mi = ‘SHIQ’, x has ancestorsx′, y, y′ such thatx is a
direct successor ofx′ andy a direct successor ofy′, and
Li(x) = Li(y), andLi(x′) = Li(y′), andL(< x′, x >
) = L(< y′, y >), or mi = ‘SHOQ’ and Li(x) ⊆
Li(y), or mi = ‘SHIO’ andLi(x) = Li(y).
1http://www.mindswap.org/2004/multipleOnt/papers/Extension.pdf
2An edge is addedeither by a generating rule or by the→

TRANS rule

An i-node is indirectly blocked iff one of its ancestors is
blocked. For ani-nodex, Li(x) contains aclash iff, either
of the following conditions holds:

• {A,¬A} ⊆ Li(x)
• For somei-concept C, withmi ∈ {‘SHIQ’, ‘SHOQ’},

someij-Property S, withi = j, and somen ∈ ℵ, (≤
nS(j).C) ∈ Li(x) and there are(n + 1) S(j)-neighbors
y0, ..., yn of x such thatC ∈ Li(yk) andyk 6=i yl, for all
0 ≤ k < l ≤ n

• For some{o} ∈ Li(x), x 6=i xo

The graphG is clash-freeiff none of its nodes contains
a clash and it iscompleteiff none of the expansion rules is
applicable.

For an inputX, Σ (X an i-concept), the algorithm starts
with n nodesxj , j = 1, ..., n with xj a j-nodex with
Lj(x) = {X} if i = j andLj(x) = ∅ if i 6= j . The algo-
rithm also createsl =

∑n
i=1 |V

mi

Ii
| nodesxo1 , ..., xol

with
Li(xoj

) = {{oj}},∀oj ∈ V mi

Ii
. Finally, the6=i relations are

initialized to the empty relation.
In DLs , transitivity is typically handled by using the→∀+

rule (Horrocks, Sattler, & Tobies 2000), which propagates
universal restrictions across transitive edges. However, such
a rule fails when the transitive relation relates different do-
mains and is replaced by the→ TRANS rule in Figure
1. Termination, soundness and completeness are a conse-
quence of the following lemma:

Lemma 2 Let Σ = (K,<) be a combined knowledge base
the E-connectionCε

HQ+(SHIQ,SHOQ,SHIO) and let
X be an i-concept in the language of theE-connection.
Then:

1. The algorithm terminates when applied toX andΣ, and
runs in the worst-case in 2NExpTime w.r.t. the sizes ofX
andΣ

2. The rules can be applied such that they generate a clash-
free and complete graphG iff X is satisfiable w.r.t.Σ

Note that the tableau algorithms for the logicsSHIQ,
SHOQ andSHIO also run in 2NExpTime in the worst-
case (see for example (Horrocks, Sattler, & Tobies 2000)),
and hence reasoning with theE-Connections presented in
this paper is not harder than reasoning with the component
DLs themselves.

The LanguageCε
IH+(SHIQ,SHOQ,SHIO)

The languageCε
IH+(SHIQ,SHOQ,SHIO) allows the

use of inverses of ij-properties relating different domains
and disallows the use of number restrictions on those prop-
erties. The set of ij-properties fori 6= j is the setεmi

ij ∪
{Inv(P(ji))|P ∈ εji} and, if Z is a j-concept, then≥
nP (j).Z and≤ nP (j).Z, for P simple, are valid i-concepts
iff i = j andmi ∈ {‘SHIQ’, ‘SHOQ’}.

The definition of a combined tableau is analogous to De-
finition 2. With respect to the tableau algorithm, the only
change w.r.t. the previous section is the need of a slightly
more sophisticated blocking technique. If an i-nodex is a
P (i)-successor of a j-nodex′, for i 6= j subset blocking does
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-→ u rule: If C1 u C2 ∈ Li(x), x is not blocked, and{C1, C2} ∩ Li(x) = ∅, then Li(x)← Li(x) ∪ {C1, C2}
- → t rule: If C1 t C2 ∈ Li(x), x is not blocked, and{C1, C2} ∩ Li(x) = ∅, then Li(x) ← Li(x) ∪ {C} for some
C ∈ {C1, C2}
-→ CE rule: If CKi /∈ Li(x), then Li(x)← Li(x) ∪ {CKi}
-→ TRANS rule: If x is an i-node and it has a P-ancestory such thatx, y are connected by a chainy, z1, ..., zp, x s.t.P is
transitive for each of(y, z1), (z1, z2), ..., (zp−1, zp), (zp, x) within a single axiom, then add to the graph the edge< y, x >,
with L(< y, x >) = {P (i)} if it didn’t exist before.
- → ∀ rule: If ∀P (j).Z ∈ Li(x), x is not indirectly blocked andx has aP (j)-neighbory with Z /∈ Lj(y), then
Lj(y)→ Lj(y) ∪ {Z}
-→ ∃ rule: If ∃P (j).Z ∈ Li(x), x is notblockedandx has noP (j)-neighbory with {Z} ∈ Lj(y) then create a new j-node
y with L(< x, y >) = P (j) andLj(y) = {Z}
-→≥ rule: If ≥ nS(j).C ∈ Li(x), x is not blocked and there are non S(j)-neighborsy1, ..., yn of x with C ∈ Lj(yk),
andyk 6=j yl, for 1 ≤ k < l ≤ n, then createn new j-nodesy1, ..., yn with L(< x, y >) = {S(j)} andyk 6=j yl, for
1 ≤ k < l ≤ n, Lj(yk) = {Z}
→≤ rule: If ≤ nS(j).Z ∈ Li(x), x is not indirectly blocked and hasn + 1 S(j)-neighborsy0, ..., yn with Z ∈ Lj(yk), for
each0 ≤ k ≤ n, and there existk 6= l s.t. notyk 6=j yl, for 1 ≤ k < l ≤ n, and if one ofyk,yl is distinguished, it isyk,
then:

1)Lj(yk) = Lj(yk) ∪ Lj(yl)
2)Addy 6=j yk for eachy s.t.y 6=j yl

3)L(< x, yk >) = L(< x, yk >) ∪ L(< x, yl >)
4)Removeyl and all the edges leading toyl

-→ choose rule: If {≥ nS(j).Z,≤ nS(j).Z} ∩ Li(x) 6= ∅, x is not blocked andy is a S(j)-neighbor ofx, and
{Z,∼ Z} ∩ Lj(y) = ∅, then Lj(y) = Lj(y) ∪ {X}, for someX ∈ {Z,∼ Z}
-→ O rule: If {o} ∈ Li(x), x is neither blocked, nor distinguished, and notx 6=i xo, then forz distinguished with
{o} ∈ Li(z), do:

1)Li(z) = Li(z) ∪ Li(x)

2)If x has a predecessorx′, thenLi(x
′) = Li(x

′) ∪ {↑ (P (i), {o})|P (i) ∈ L(< x′, x >))}
4) Addy 6=i z for eachy with y 6=i x and removex and all edges leading tox

Figure 1: Expansion Rules

not suffice anymore due to the possible presence of inverses.
In such case,x is directly blocked by an i-nodey if y is an
ancestor ofx such thatLi(x) = Li(y) .

We have not used in this paper the language
Cε
IHQ+(SHIQ,SHOQ,SHIO), since in the pres-

ence of inverses and number restrictions on links and
nominals in any of the component logics, the separation
between domains is broken, since nominals can be exported
from one component to another (Kutzet al. 2004).

Conclusion and Future Work
E-Connections provide awell-founded logical framework
for combining logics and KBs, which offers computational
guarantees and modeling guidelines. However, when first
introduced in (Kutzet al. 2004), some important issues were
overlooked. In this paper, we have presented an extension
of theE-Connections formalism that solves some important
limitations of the original framework. We have provided
a tableau-based decision procedure for two extendedE-
Connection languages involving the logicsSHIQ,SHOQ
andSHIO, which are at the basis of OWL (Patel-Schneider,
Hayes, & Horrocks 2004).

In the future, we aim to explore up to what extent our
extension can be generalized to Abstract Description Sys-
tems, which involve many families of logical formalisms
other than expressive DLs. Finally, we are planning to im-
plement the decision procedures presented in this paper as
an extension of our DL reasoner Pellet, which already pro-

vides support forE-Connections (Cuenca-Grau, Parsia, &
Sirin 2004) (Cuenca-Grau, Parsia, & Sirin 2005).
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